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SOMBRANO® S+

The big  
360° sunshade



SOMBRANO® S+
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Ø 350 300 × 300 400 × 300

Ø 400 350 × 350

This functional free - arm sunshade by GLATZ is a big 360° shade provider and has an elegant new look thanks 
to its subtly redesigned frame. The SOMBRANO® S+ can be easily opened and closed using a self - locking crank 
on both sides. It can be extended, opened and closed, while the sunshademechanism on both sides. Thanks to 
a new self - locking crank mechanism cover can be tilted 54° on both sides in 18° steps using the tilting rod and 
rotated through 360° thanks to the turnable ball bearing base. The SOMBRANO® S+ is available in dia. 350 cm, 
dia. 400 cm, 300 × 300 cm, 350 × 350 cm and 400 × 300 cm. Due to its size, the SOMBRANO® S+ is ideal for 
larger outdoor areas.

** only available without flounces
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Material class 5 **: Colours 500 – 699, UVPROTECTION > 98 %
Material class 4 **: Colours 400 – 499, UVPROTECTION > 98 %

Material and technology: The complete frame of the SOMBRANO® S+ is made of the material natural anodized aluminium  
or it has been powder - coated graphite grey.

How to operate: Open and close the SOMBRANO® S+ with the removable hand crank. The crank mechanism is self - locking. 
By means of the tilt rod you can incline the canopy on both sides up to 54°, in 18° steps. Thanks to its turnable ball - bearing base, 
the SOMBRANO® S+ can be turned around by 360°.

Electrical accessories: Osyrion 6 rechargeable battery light or Osyrion 4 rechargeable battery light

Accessories: Protective cover with zip and rod included in the delivery

This model is also available in the portable easy range, i.e. in  
material class 2 **: Colours 150 / 151, UVPROTECTION > 98 %
Frame: Aluminium graphite grey powder - coated

Nominal size cmNominal size cmNominal size cm


